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Abstract. Event logs are an important data source for identifying usability problems in websites. We present a web-based client-server application, Remote Web Event Logging System (RWELS), for logging user-interface events generated in the Microsoft Internet Explorer during a user's interaction with the pages of a website. RWELS logs events without interfering with the user’s interaction – no additional interaction is required on part of a user to enable logging. RWELS is configurable and allows user-centric event logging. A usability analyst can choose the set of events to be captured and the pages of the website to be logged for a particular user. The event logs are dispatched through HTTP to the server where they are stored as text files. Users are identified uniquely and the event logs are associated with the user sessions.

1. Introduction

Web event logs are an important data source for usability evaluation. Web event logs can be analyzed using various techniques to identify usability problems in websites. Event-logging tools capture events on the server-side, in the proxy or client-side. This paper describes Remote Web Event Logging System (RWELS), a client-server application that logs events generated in the Microsoft Internet Explorer as a result of users' interaction with the pages of a website and dispatches the log to the server.

RWELS can capture user-interaction events such as mouse clicks, page scrolls, mouse moves and key-presses. It abstracts out important event information and filters out unnecessary low-level detail from the raw event data. For example, for the mouse move events it records the start and end positions of the mouse movement only, and for scrolling events it computes the distance scrolled in pixels. This preprocessing reduces the amount of data captured and reduces the bandwidth requirements for transferring data to the server.

There are a few issues with regard to existing web event logging systems that RWELS attempts to address. One of these issues concerns obtrusiveness of the logging technique. When event data is to be captured for usability evaluation of a website, the logging process should not interfere with a user’s interaction with the web page, otherwise evaluation results obtained can be biased. Generally, existing web event logging systems do not satisfy this requirement. They are obtrusive and require users to perform additional interaction to enable logging. RWELS uses JavaScript event-handler functions to silently capture and log events while a user browses a website. The event log is automatically dispatched to the server, where the logs are stored as text files. A user does not have to intervene anywhere in this process.

Configurability is another important issue in event logging systems. When event data is to be captured on a large scale from the users of a website, the logging tool must be configurable. It should be possible to capture the event data on ‘as needed’ basis from only the users a usability analyst is interested in. RWELS satisfies this requirement. It maintains on the server a database of users and for each user a profile is maintained that indicates the set of events to be logged for the user. Whenever a page request arrives the users’ profile is retrieved from the database and in accordance with the profile JavaScript event
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Capturing code is enabled dynamically and inserted in the requested page.

Section 2 presents the background information and relates web event logging to usability evaluation. A classification of web event logging techniques is given. Various issues related to web event logging techniques and how they are dealt with in RWELS, is also discussed. Section 3 describes RWELS architecture, event capturing mechanism and RWELS testing and future development. Section 4 describes some client-sided event logging tools related to RWELS. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Web Event Logging Techniques

Usability evaluation is about measuring the user friendliness of a system’s user interface and identifying usability problems in it [4]. During usability evaluation following activities are carried out: Capture – data concerning the user interface is captured, Analysis – the captured data is analyzed, and Critique – usability problems are identified in the interface. Event logging is a data capturing technique used in some usability evaluation techniques. Events are generated as a result of users performing physical actions with various input devices during interaction with event-driven applications. Event logs record the user-interface events, their time and order of occurrence and the interface objects manipulated in each action and thus provide a more or less complete record of the actions that a user performs at the interface. Event logs can be recorded automatically and processed to obtain usability information such as the task completion times, task errors, etc. [22, 16].

An example of an event log captured with RWELS appears in Fig. 2. This is a log of a user browsing a news page. The scrolling events indicate the user scrolling down the page steadily and probably reading the text. In contrast to this, an event log containing many quick up/down scrolls would have indicated the user searching for information, possibly due to a usability problem. Analysis of the scroll events can be visualized as scroll-time plots shown in Fig. 3.

The rest of this section presents a classification of the web event logging techniques and various issues related to web event logging.

2.1 Classification

The event logging techniques have been classified into various categories based on whether a technique is manual or automatic and the point where event data is accessed for logging [27]. Manual logging involves observing a user’s interaction with the application’s user interface directly in a laboratory or through a video recording, and noting down the actions performed by the user [1]. Automatic logging records user interaction events through instrumentation code embedded within the application code or through a software component independent of the application and running in the background, e.g. [2, 6, 7, 13, 14]. Automatic logging can take place in a laboratory...
setting where test subjects operate instrumented computers and/or application code in a controlled environment, or remotely, with users working in their natural work setting. Remote logging is suited to web applications but can be used with other applications as well. Remote web event logging can take place on the client-side as the client-side logging, e.g. \([7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 20, 23, 25, 26, 28]\), in the proxy as proxy-based logging \([18]\) or on the server side as server-side logging, e.g. \([5, 12, 15, 21, 24, 29, 30, 31]\). On the client-side, logging can take place through custom developed software installed and running as a separate component in the background, e.g. \([2, 3, 17]\), through custom build instrumented browsers, e.g. \([8, 10, 25]\) or through scripting code/applets embedded within the web pages, e.g. \([7, 9, 20, 23, 26, 28]\).
RWELS belongs to this category of client-side remote event logging techniques.

2.2 Issues and goals

With regard to web event logging systems in general and client-side web event logging techniques in particular there are some issues that arise and existing logging systems address in different ways. These issues are:

Events Captured. A web-event logging technique should be able to capture any event generated to get complete information about the actions users perform at the interface to achieve task goals. This is essential for a comprehensive and successful usability evaluation. Most web-event logging techniques are not able to capture all the generated events mainly due security restrictions of client systems.

Browser events can be classified as: the document events, resulting from users’ mouse-clicks, mouse movements, scrolling events and key-press events in the browser document window; the application events, resulting from, for example, when the browser starts or completes downloading a document; the interface events, resulting from users’ browser menu selections, clicks on the browser toolbar, for example, the backward/forward button clicks. Document and interface events together are usually called the user interaction (UI) events. Client-side logging techniques that use custom developed software [2, 17], or custom built instrumented browsers [8, 10, 25] can capture almost all the above types of events but the techniques employing scripting code can capture only the document events [7, 9, 20, 23, 26, 28]. Browser’s security settings do not allow scripting code to capture browser interface events or the application events.

With regard to the ability to capture events, the goal for RWELS has been to be able to capture as many events as possible. However, use of scripting code to capture events inherently restricted RWELS’s ability to capture events to only document events.

Unobtrusive Capture. A web event logging technique should be unobtrusive. User’s interaction with an application should proceed naturally during event logging and ideally the user should be unaware of it. Some web event logging techniques are highly obtrusive. They require users’ to install logging software, respond to questions originating from the logging code or report ‘critical incidents’, e.g. [2, 10, 17]. The additional interaction interferes with the users’ interaction with the application and may bias the evaluation results. Client-side web-event logging techniques that use custom software and custom browsers are obtrusive, as they require users to install new software on their systems to enable logging. Client-side web-event logging techniques that use scripting code are mostly unobtrusive since the logging code is embedded within the web pages.

RWELS captures events unobtrusively by using JavaScript event handlers embedded in the pages of the website. Users simply access the website and start browsing pages of the website. Event-handlers automatically log the events generated and dispatch the logs to the server without user intervention at any stage.

Configurability. A web event logging system should be configurable, enabling the usability analyst to capture only the events that s/he is interested in, on ‘as needed’ basis and for only the users s/he is interested in, e.g. [17]. Capturing all the events generated for all the users can result in a deluge of data and in most situations it is not required. For example, if the usability analyst is interested in studying scrolling behaviour of users on certain web pages, as in the above example, capturing events other than the scroll events is unnecessary.

RWELS can be configured to capture any of the available document events. There is a default set of events that RWELS captures for the users who are chosen for logging but the usability analyst can modify the default set for a user by modifying his/her profile in a server database.

Storage and Retrieval. A client-side web event logging system should be able to retrieve event logs with minimum bandwidth requirements. The amount of event data generated through client-side logging can be huge. Systems that monitor and display user interaction in real time, send each individual event to the machine where the interaction is being monitored [9]. Over the internet this can generate huge network traffic and consume significant amount of bandwidth. Client-side event logging systems usually store captured data temporarily in the client and then send it to a collection point at suitable intervals [17, 19]. Two mechanisms are in common use: one based on cookies [7] and the other on applets [23]. Mechanism based on cookies uses HTTP requests to transfer data but cookies have a storage limitation – a cookie
cannot store more than 2Kb of data. Applets based schemes use applet-servlet communication to transfer data but the ports used in this communication can be blocked. Email is also used to transfer the logged data [17].

RWELS uses a JavaScript dynamic array to temporarily store event data. The dynamic array is initialized afresh for each page downloaded into the browser. When a user moves to another page or exits the browser, the contents of the array are passed to an applet that uses an HTTP post request to transfer the log to the server. Ports used by HTTP are usually not firewall blocked.

3. RWELS System Architecture

RWELS consists of server-side and client-side applications. Server-side application is responsible for acquiring event data from the clients and storing it. Client-side application is responsible for capturing browser events and dispatching them to the server. Usability analyst interested in collecting event data for a website, interacts with RWELS server-side application. Usability analyst sets up RWELS for the website, creates profiles for users and manages administrator accounts. On the client-side it is the user who indirectly interacts with RWELS client-side application. A user simply accesses the website and starts interacting with the web pages. The events resulting from the interaction get captured automatically and the event log is dispatched to the server where it is stored. The complete RWELS process is described in the activity diagram in Fig. 6.

3.1 Server-side components

RWELS server-side application is essentially an event data acquisition server consisting of a Java module and an MS SQL database server. The Java module consists of multiple Java Server Pages (JSPs) and Java Servlets. The MS SQL database stores users’ profiles, storing information about the pages and events on each page to be logged for a user. The Java module is responsible for the following:

- When a page request from a user’s browser is received, the user’s profile from the database is retrieved and JavaScript event handlers in the requested webpage are enabled in accordance with the retrieved profile. A new user is assigned a new id and registered in the database. The new user’s profile is set to its default value.
A servlet class in the module deals with receiving the event logs from clients and storing them as text file in a file system. Servlet classes in the module manage administrator accounts and allow authenticated login to the system. Existing administrators can register a new administrator or un-register an existing administrator. This interaction takes place through a web interface. Through other servlet classes in the module, an administrator is able to browse a registered user’s profile and modify it. These servlet classes also enable an administrator to edit, delete, rename or download saved logs. This interaction also takes place through a web interface.

### 3.2 Client-side components

RWELS client-side application consists of a Java Applet and a JavaScript library of event-handling functions. These get downloaded with the web pages and run in the client browser, capturing and recording events occurring in the browser. The events are stored temporarily in a dynamic array. When a user exits a page, i.e. unload event occurs, the recorded events are passed on to the Java Applet that transfers the event log to the server-side for storage.

Java Applet is a non-GUI applet embedded in the web pages to be event logged. The applet’s only function is to transfer event logs from the clients to the server. The transfer is initiated by JavaScript call to the applet through JavaScript liveconnect facility. The applet encapsulates event data into Java Serialized Objects and transmits it using HTTP post. Using HTTP has the advantage that HTTP ports are usually not blocked by firewalls.

The database consists mainly of three tables: WLAdmin, WLClient and WLPage. The WLAdmin holds existing system administrator’s usernames and passwords. The WLClient stores existing registered users’ event profiles, i.e. their unique ids and the events to be logged for each user. The WLPage stores existing registered users’ page profiles, i.e. their unique ids along with the pages of the website for which their events are to be logged.

The events JavaScript library functions capture, depend on a user’s event profile. This information is read from the server-side database table WLClient and the event-handlers corresponding to the events specified in the event profile are enabled. Presently there are event-handlers for capturing and recording mouse clicks, mouse movements – recording starting and ending locations in pixel co-ordinates, scrolling, key-press events and chord key-press events. An example event log is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. The RWELS process.
For each event that occurs in the browser, event’s name, time of occurrence and some additional information is recorded. For the page load events URL of the page is recorded. For mouse move events the start and end point co-ordinates of the movement in pixels are recorded. When scrolling events occur the scrolling event handler determines whether it was a scroll up or down event and records the event along with the scrolling distance in pixels. Whether a user has scrolled up or down is determined by comparing the document object’s current `scrollTop` property value with its value before scrolling. The scrolling distance is determined by computing the difference between the current and previous `scrollTop` values. Whether a user used mousewheel in scrolling is determined through the event handler for `onmousewheel` event.

An important piece of data that can be used in drawing conclusions about a user’s browsing behaviour and a user’s interest in a page or section of a page is the time the user spends on the page or section of the page. It is assumed here that this time interval, i.e. the ‘read time’ starts immediately after a page is downloaded and ends when a user scrolls up or down. A timer is used to keep track of the read time. The timer is set using the browser window’s `window.setTimeout()` method. The timer starts when a page downloads completely and stops when the user starts scrolling. When the scrolling ends, the timer is re-started to register read time of a new reading interval. Each time scrolling starts, a READ END is logged and the elapsed time is printed out in seconds. Each time scrolling ends a READ START is logged.

Internet Explorer fires a train of closely spaced (~10ms) events whenever a user scrolls or moves the mouse. Recording all the events in the train can lead to large amount of unnecessary low-level data being captured. Most of the time a usability analyst is interested in the instant of time scrolling begins, i.e. the first scroll event. The recording method used here captures the first scrolling event and ignores all other scroll events that immediately follow it. Similarly, for the mouse move events only the starting mouse move event and ending mouse move event record the start and end points of the mouse movement. In both cases timers are used that prevent any event capturing in the time interval that starts after the firing of the first event and ends 500ms after the firing of the last event.

3.3 Testing and future development

RWELS was tested in a local area network environment. It successfully captured event data from users’ browsers (Internet Explorer) while the users browsed a web site hosted on a local machine running Apache. The captured event logs of several megabytes in size were successfully dispatched to the server and saved as text files. The time delay was of the order of 500ms for event logs of this size. RWELS is yet to be tested on an Internet scale data collection task. Work is in progress to test RWELS for a large website over the Internet.

At present RWELS is set up manually for a website. This involves modifying the pages of a website manually to insert references to files containing various JavaScript functions and applets. It must be ensured that the event-handlers do not interfere with normal page functionality. For a website with a large number of pages this is a difficult process. An application that sets up RWELS automatically is therefore needed. Such an application would automatically insert references to JavaScript code and applets into the pages of the website.

4. Related Work

There are client-side event logging systems that use embedded JavaScript code and applets to log events and are closely related to RWELS. This section briefly describes four such existing web-event logging systems.

4.1 WET

Web Event-logging Tool (WET) [7] is an event logging system with the aim of studying usability of the website. WET can record mouse clicks, change, mouseover and page load events in Internet Explorer and Netscape browsers. The usability analysts configure WET manually by specifying the events to be captured and the event handling functions in a JavaScript file called `WET.js` and inserting a call to the file in the pages of the website. User-centric event logging, (i.e. logging is turned on/off for certain users in certain situations) is implemented by encapsulating the call to `WET.js` within a ColdFusionML tag that checks the users ‘login name’ before writing the call to the `WET.js` file into the page. Unlike RWELS, WET logs fixed set of events for all users – and so is not configurable. The logged events are temporarily stored in cookies (with storage limitation of 2KB) and
retrieved by sending the cookies to the server when they are full. A start/stop button is provided on all pages to allow a user to turn logging on or off. This feature makes logging intrusive.

4.2 WebRemUSINE

WebRemUSINE [23] is a tool for the usability evaluation of web interfaces. Event data is collected through JavaScript code embedded into the web pages. The script code redefines event handlers to capture the user and browser events, such as: abort and error on images; change on form elements; click and double-click on links, images and form elements; load and unload of pages, submit and reset of forms; resize and scroll of browser windows. From the information provided in [23], it appears that the tool is not configurable and logs the same set of events for all users. The logging is obtrusive because user must indicate the task s/he intends to perform during a site visit and must explicitly indicate the end of a session. When a user enters a website an applet is launched that remains active for the rest of the session. Event handlers communicate the event data to the applet that temporarily stores the event data and finally dispatches it to the server, where a Servlet inserts time, date and user identification into the log and saves it.

4.3 WIDAM

WIDAM [9] is a client-server application, that offers many services including service for monitoring user interaction with web pages in real time and/or recording it. WIDAM captures mouse movements, mouse clicks, key presses, document unload and various window events through JavaScript. Unlike RWELS the set of events logged is fixed and not configurable for a user. When a user downloads a page an applet is launched that creates a socket connection for communicating with the server in real time. Whenever an event occurs, the event is sent to the server through the socket. There is no temporary storage of the event data in the client. Whenever the server receives an event from the client it stores it in a database and/or passes it to other users observing the interaction with a web page in real time. Because of this bandwidth requirements are quite high as compared to RWELS. Furthermore, RWELS uses HTTP instead of a dedicated socket connection. In WIDAM since the user has to go through a specific web page to select a service, this makes the user aware of the logging.

4.4 WUM

Web Usage Mining (WUM) [28] uses a Java applet to capture user navigation. An applet, embedded in the pages of a website, starts when a page is downloaded into a client browser. The code referencing the applet is inserted automatically in all pages of a website through a simple application. When a user enters a website the applet is allocated a unique id generated on the server-side. The information applet is able to capture is meager compared to RWELS and includes just the pages accessed, the time and date a page was loaded into a browser and unloaded, and users’ IP address. No other user interaction events are logged. The applet communicates with a data acquisition server. Each time a page is unloaded the logged data is sent to the data acquisition server using TCP. The data acquisition server stores the data in a database. Logging is not user-centric. Logs are recorded as sessions and each session is identified uniquely.

Conclusion

RWELS is a client-side web event-logging tool that was designed with the goals of unobtrusive capture of events and configurability in mind. Both these goals have been achieved in the prototype implementation. RWELS is able to capture user-interaction events in the Internet Explorer that include mouse clicks, scrolls, mouse moves and key-presses. It dispatches the event-logs to the server where they are stored as text files. A user does not have to intervene in this process and in this way RWELS is unobtrusive. It avoids capturing unnecessary low-level event data and abstracts out important information. This reduces the amount of data to be transferred to the server over the network. To ensure configurability, RWELS maintains a user profile on the server-side. By modifying a user’s profile a usability analyst can choose the events to be captured for a user.
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RWELS: نظام تسجيل أحداث الويب عن بعد

عنية الله شاه ل. التعمي و محمد جاويد
قسم علوم الحاسب، كلية علوم الحاسب والعلومات
جامعة الملك سعود، الرياض، المملكة العربية السعودية

(قدم للنشر في ٦/٩/٢٠٠٢؛ وقبل النشر في ٢/٨/٢٠٠٢)

ملخص البحث: يمثل "سجل الأحداث" مصدرًا هامًا للتعرف على مشاكل الاستخدام في مواقع الويب. نقدم في هذا البحث نظام تسجيل أحداث الويب عن بعد والذي يعمل بتقنية الويب ويستخدم موجذ الزمن - الخادم لتسجيل أحداث واجهة برامج التصفح "مايكروسوفت أكسبلور" أثناء تفاعل المستخدم مع صفحات الويب. النظام يسجل الأحداث بطريقة تلقائية وبدون مضايقة المستخدم. النظام يتمتع بمرونة عالية ويوفر إمكانية تسجيل الأحداث ذات العلاقة بالمستخدم. محتل النظام يمكنه تحديد صفحات الويب التي يرغب في تسجيل أحداثها واختيار نوعية هذه الأحداث لكل مستخدم. الأحداث المسجلة يتم إرسالها عن طريق الويب إلى الجهاز الخادم بحيث عُنوان هناك على شكل ملفات نصية، بحيث يكون كل ملف نصي مرتبًا بفترة استخدام معينة.